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Dmitry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
Its one of those weekends again...
Earthly-creatures like VIPs, Presidents don't work as they should work according to Higher Galaxypowers.
Dmitry Medvedev, I'm completely done with you!
● Kremlin-website is LOW-intelligent = build a website like China, linked on my Talks & Openletters
●

STOP being a Voice-over President
○ Everywhere around the world, people are angry with TOPs, summits, world-debates & conferences and more similar 'Happy dictator-theaterplays'
○ You Presidents , appear to have 'a very good-time together, doing absoluty nothing that
involves the people'. Civilians always die during those meetings.
Costs about 4 million euro's per meeting, without the renovation-costs for the city damaged.
■ Pollution, Blackmail- & Bullshitt-photo's for the record & Jetlag, plus fake-mediareports
○ People break down their country after those TOPs and Parliament Elections.
■ Parliaments/ governments are too corrupt, evidence of the people is always vague or
ignored, needed NLFs are never discussed by politicians to put the peoples-mind at
ease.....
■ Nations are out of controle, now Earth is 100% lawless.
○ I am furious with you Kremlin, because you could have anticipated on many of these
disasters! But the only thing you do is publish information on speeches. What are the true
contents, agreements, how can people work with htem, what are the targets, how can people
make sure that these will be achieved?
■

Examples:
● Georgia = residents break down the country because you – Russia- did not educate
them on collecting evidence against their parliament for an ICC-case against their
local dicators. Result? Today, people break the countty down, while they don't have
acces to the money-press to print banknotes for renovation.
● Eastern-European-countries are excluded from Financial-aid from EU, because they
don't meet EU-demands
= Eastern-Europe is being blackmailed by EU-parliaments who protect war-crimes of
NL, EU, UN & ICC. People of these segretated countries go hungry. They shall start
war against EU, especially when they come to terms with the fact that EU-leaders are
free to be war-criminals. Worldwide.
= NATO is about to become a 'Moslim-hater with Rasmussen in charge' = Turkey has
blackmailed itself in, while NL - & EU don't want Turkey to become a EU-member.
Israel wants war all around the world. Can Russia buy all their Israel-weapons?
USA don't know who they support or make angry = Hillary Clinton is still is drunk =
Bill Clinton travels around the world with UN Ban Kimoon to develloping-countries –
like Haiti - for more financial aid during the crisis -. THIS aid will NEVER arrive,
because UN Ban Kimoon is a dictator in charge of torture & killings, kept in his
powerful position by ALL Wrolds' Presidents.
War approaches EU, expands in Afghan/Pakistan & develloping-cournties don't believe
what is presented to them by the West.

Barack Obama refuses to recognize the lawless-Europeans and consequences for it
for USA-in-war. Worldwide.
He can pack his backpack and leave the White House;
its already too late!
= Africa is fed up with ICC, but has no ready-to-take solution.
Besides they are done with EU-blackmail-economical-politics too...
On top if this...
A NL-refugee from Rwanda – Victoire Umuhoza from Zevenhuizen – wants to be
candicate-President in Rwanda in 2009. See www.eeenvandaag.nl , last week.
I can't find a good website on her. Will she recognize my ICC-case against NL?
Rwanda has almost recognized it on BBC hardtalk...
MORE WAR in AFRICA... when a NL-refugee runs for President overthere...!!!!!

......AND..... Bolivia.....
○

○

○

Bolivia Evo Morales is going to be very sick or will die due to his hunger-strike,
now ICC is free to be a Lobby- & Assisination-centre.
I aksed NL-media to broadcast about Bolvia, but so far they refuse.
EU-politicians & - media wish NOT to be confronted with their individual warmentality = genocide by bureaucracy may not stop for more power in Africa,
Americas. Besides they want to put the blame on Asia & Russia.
Russia should have stopped both, ICC & UN. Then EU would have stopped their
war-makers-policies a little... too....
My EQ-moods tell me 'that Evo Morales has to stay alive for staiblity in that
region'. If not, people will start to hate Americas even more.
EU will jump on it, what will make corruption in Afghanistan/Paksitan grow.
Asia has to develop their individual brains to survive = create their own Worldvulata to overcome the crisis, just like Swiss did with the WIR-bank....
Middle-East has learned to defend itself against EU over the past few years, but
they are still not straightforward enough to stop a movement as BIG ...
...when Evo Morales & Trade union-members in Bolivia die...

Main problem = EU-media will never tell truth about Bolivia
Russia has to bring truth about the lawless position of Evo Morales
Make him build a website in English with a normal emailaddress
RUSSIA is a trouble-maker because you only take the RU-point-of-view as a startingpoint for
solutions. As long as you keep ICC & UN powerful, by lies, manipulations & blackmail... you
will distribute war-makers-mentalities around Earth...
RUSSIA has to become more SOCIAL – a caretaker for other nations'people -.
Achievable with Words & Talks about Legal obligations of politicians, related to Int. courts of
Law! You have to educate people on working with files, rather than violence against TOPs,
Elections, Governments.... Its already too late!
REMOVE Blackmail- & Bullshitt-politics = start to build power instead of breaking it down
while building useless network for Presidential Voice-over-talks.
Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel,
donkerelaan 39, 2061 jk bloemendaal nederland,
+ 31 23 5279457
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